THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND (IMF)
The IMF was established in
1944 to help all nations
avoid the kinds of destructive economic policies that
had contributed to the
Great Depression and the
outbreak of World War II.
Since then it has aspired to
increase international prosperity by encouraging countries to adopt policies conducive to their economic
growth and financial stability, to open their economies
to foreign trade, and to
support one another when
adjustments are needed.
These strategies have stood
the test of time, and indeed,

those nations that have
committed to them have
enjoyed a half century of
unparalleled prosperity. It is
no wonder, then, that nearly all of the world's countries (182 in 1999) have
become IMF members, and
have done so voluntarily
because they see the advantage of consulting with one
another to maintain a stable
system of buying and selling
currencies.
The IMF's three main
activities are: (1) supervising
each member's exchange
rate policies, a practice
known as surveillance'.
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(2) providing temporary
financing to members with
balance of payments problems; and (3) providing
technical assistance in the
areas of public finance,
central banking, exchange
rate systems, and statistics.
A nonprofit organization,
the IMF operates much
like a credit union, its
main source of funds
being membership fees,
or quotas. These quotas,
which are based on a
country's economic performance and wealth, enable
members to request advice
and loans.
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developed for the International Monetary
Fund by Toby Levine Communications,
Inc., Bethesda, Maryland.
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How TO

USE THIS
GUIDE
Study Guide is designed to facilitate
T hisclassroom
use of The Fabric of Reform, a
(

30-minute educational video created by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF). The Guide
is intended for use with students in economics
and international relations courses at the
secondary and post-secondary levels. It includes
a segment-by-segment summary of the video;
background information; pre-viewing, postviewing, and research activities; a list of resources;
a glossary; maps; and charts.

OBJECTIVES

After viewing the video and using this Guide,
students should be able to
• Outline the economic reforms initiated in the
mid-1990s by the governments of three countries
in West Africa — Cameroon, Cote dTvoire, and
Mali.
• Explain the effects of currency devaluation
and structural adjustment on economic activity
in these countries.
• Identify the steps that governments in these
countries are taking to promote economic
development, raise standards of living, and
reduce poverty.

Affnculture is a major economic activity in all three Of the countries
featured in the video. Roughly 60 percent of dameroonians, for
example, make their living through some type of agricultural activity
Here a young CMmeroonian girl harvests maize by hand.

"Economic development is a many-sided enterprise, not a distinct activity separate
from the general economic life of the country. Nor is development just a matter of
drawing up a development plan, devising a 'strategy' or building dams and putting
up factories. It is afar broader process that encompasses improving the efficiency with

which economic resources are used, adapting social arrangements and institutions to
foster growth, changing attitudes, providing incentives, and much else."
— from Promoting Development: The IMF's Contribution, IMF, 1991

THE
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PROGRAM SYNOPSIS
INTRODUCTION

The Fabric of Reform examines the effects of
economic reform in three African countries
in the CFA franc zone (see box on p. 3) —
Cameroon, Cote d'lvoire, and Mali — all of
which gained their independence from France
in 1960. Interviews with entrepreneurs, government officials, economists, and citizens help
give the viewer insight into the economic
gains brought about by reform as well as the
challenges these countries continue to face.

Part One:

A NEW PATTERN
CUE AT 3:57

This segment highlights gains made
in each of the three countries as a
result of economic reforms. First, it
shows how Cote d'lvoire not only
increased exports but improved
rural incomes after it liberalized its
trade policies. Next, it explains how
fiscal reforms in Cameroon encouraged entrepreneurs to cultivate
green beans for export on land
abandoned by bankrupt coffee
plantations. Finally, this segment
explores how Mali's increased grain
production is a direct result of
deregulation and liberalized trade
policies, and how Malian villages
are reinvesting their increased
incomes in projects with long-lasting social and economic benefits,
such as the medical center in Fana.

Part Two:

A TIGHTER WEAVE

CUE AT 11:12
This segment describes how general
economic reforms have had a major
— and primarily beneficial — impact
on the economies of the three countries. It shows specifically how the
elimination of price controls, privatization, trade liberalization, and especially the 1994 devaluation of the
CFA franc have helped these countries spur economic growth while
keeping inflation under control. It
also explains that although many citizens initially opposed the devalua-

In Cote d'Ivoire, women walk miles to buy

and sell goods at their village markets.
Although small merchants were initially
alarmed by the devaluation of the CFA
franc, which raised prices, many have come
to see it as a necessary reform.

tion of the CFA franc, a majority
have come to embrace it as being a
necessary step to economic recovery.

Part Three:

OLD PATTERNS NEW DESIGNS
CUE AT 18:05

This segment shows how economic
reforms are challenging the three
countries to do business in new
ways. It explains, for example, how
Mali is now manufacturing textiles
domestically instead of exporting
all its raw cotton, and how
Cameroon is learning to balance
the economic gains of logging
against its detrimental impact on
human and animal habitats.
Overall, the segment illustrates
how traditions can be adapted to a
changing world if governments
provide strong leadership, sound
economic policies, greater openness, and a social safety net for
those initially hard hit by reforms.

Part Four:

TYING THE THREADS
CUE AT 25:45

This segment summarizes how
recent economic policies have set
CFA franc zone countries on a
path toward recovery. It cautions,
however, that much remains to be
done, including improving education and health care, strengthening
democracy, and instituting greater
credibility and openness in legal
and regulatory systems.

"There are at least three things I would like to see happen in my lifetime. First., the
success of structural adjustment in Africa. Second, outstanding performance by the
franc zone countries following a realistic devaluation of their exchange rate, and
then, on these foundations, to seeAfrica attain a position of leadership in the world."
— Michel Camdessus, Managing Director, IMF, Speaking at the Annual Meetings of the
IMF and World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1995
THE

FABRIC OF REFORM
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COUNTRY PROFILES
ABOUT CAMEROON

Official name: Republic of Cameroon
[kam-ehr-ROON]
Nationality: Cameroonian
[kam-ehr-ROON-ee-un]
Life expectancy at birth: 56 years
Infant mortality rate: 54 per 1,000
live births
Adult literacy rate: 63 percent
Economic profile: Main exports
include oil, cocoa, and lumber; exports
mostly to France, Italy, Spain, and
Korea and imports mostly from France,
Germany, and the United States;
roughly 60 percent of Cameroonians
make their living in agriculture,
producing coffee, tea, bananas,
rubber, timber, and palm oil

ABOUT COTE D'IVOIRE

Official name: Republique du Cote
d'lvoire [koht-dee-VWAR]
Nationality: Ivoirien
[ee-VWAR-ee-uhn]
Life expectancy at birth: 54 years
Infant mortality rate: 84 per 1,000
live births
Adult literacy rate: 40 percent
Economic profile: Among the world's
largest producers of coffee, cocoa, palm
oil, and wood products; textile manufacturing, oil refining, and automobile
assembly are also important; exports
mostly to France, the Netherlands, and
the United States and imports mosdy
from France, Italy, and the United
States

ABOUT MALI

Official name: Republic of Mali
[MAH-lee]
Nationality: Malian [MAH-lee-uhn]
Life expectancy at birth: 50 years
Infant mortality rate: 120 per 1,000
live births
Adult literacy rate: 31 percent
Economic profile: Relies heavily on
agriculture — roughly 80 percent of
Malians work in farming or fishing;
cotton is the main export; about
20 percent of Malians work in industry,
including food and fish processing, light
manufacturing, and plastics; main trading partners are Cote d'lvoire, France,
Germany, and the United States
THE
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THE CFA FRANC ZONE:
A PROFILE
he CFA franc zone consists of
14 countries in sub-Saharan
Africa, each affiliated with one
of two monetary unions.
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote
d'lvoire, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger,
Senegal, and Togo comprise the West
African Economic and Monetary Union,
or WAEMU, founded in 1994 to build
on the foundation of the West African
Monetary Union, founded in 1973. The
remaining six countries — Cameroon,
Central African Republic, Chad,
Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea,
and Gabon — comprise the Central
African Economic and Monetary Union,
or CAEMC.
These two unions maintain the same
currency, the CFA franc, which stands
for Communaute Financiere Africaine
(African Financial Community) within
WAEMU and Cooperation Financiere en
Afrique Centrale (Financial Cooperation
in Central Africa) within CAEMC.
WAEMU and CAEMC account for 14
percent of Africa's population and 12
percent of its gross domestic product.
All of these countries except
Guinea-Bissau and Equatorial Guinea
were colonies of France and maintain
French as an official language. GuineaBissau was ruled by Portugal, and today
its official language is Portuguese, while
Equatorial Guinea was ruled by Spain,
and today both Spanish and French are
its official languages.
The three countries featured in the
video vary widely in geography, culture,
and history. Cote d'lvoire and
Cameroon, for example, have tropical
coastlines with beautiful, palm-lined
beaches and dense, verdant forests. Mali,
which is largely desert, is home to the
storied trading city of Tombouctou
(Timbuktu) and occupies territory that
was once part of the great empires of
Mali, Ghana, and Songhai. Although
French is the official language in all
three countries, each boasts linguistic
diversity. Nearly 80 percent of Mali's
population, for example, communicates
in Bambara, while many Cameroonians
speak English as a first language (part of
the country was once under British
rule), or one of 24 African languages.

T

Data on this page from IMF/World Bank
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
T nakers in developing countries must

3 build better lives for their people, policy-

implement reforms that ensure that economic
growth keeps pace with increasing populations. These reforms often must be implemented simultaneously or in a carefully
planned sequence, and thus they necessitate a
very high level of cooperative decision-making.

Modernizing traditional industries is one
of the first challenges of reform. This
power loom in Mali, for example, makes
it cost-effective to produce finished cotton
domestically rather than ship raw cotton
overseas. Also, mechanization has made
it possible for Cameroonian farmers
to cultivate beans independent of
climatic changes.

WHY DID THE CFA

FRANC ZONE COUNTRIES
DEVALUE THEIR
CURRENCY?

Goods produced by the CFA franc
zone countries were priced out of the
world market when the exchange rate
for the CFA franc was artificially high.
Partly as a result, these countries'
economies grew little or not at all
during the 1980s and early 1990s. To
address this situation, they consulted
with one another and with the IMF
and France, after which they made
the bold decision to devalue the CFA
franc by 50 percent. This meant that
as of January 1994, 100 CFA francs
equaled 1 French franc, instead of the
previous ratio of 50 CFA francs to 1
French franc. Devaluation aimed to
put these countries back on a path of
sustainable growth by helping them
regain their competitiveness in the
world market. It encouraged exports
at the expense of imports because it
enabled CFA franc zone countries to
sell their products for half as much
but required them to buy products
from other countries for twice as
much. Devaluation was not intended

to be a silver bullet, nor did it turn
out to be. One of its immediate side
effects is a one-time surge in prices,
which can lead to inflation. If this
occurs, individual purchasing power
declines, making it difficult for ordinary citizens to make ends meet. That
is why the IMF encourages governments to couple devaluation with
sound macroeconomic and structural
adjustment policies. The former
includes prudent fiscal and monetary
policies and an appropriate exchange
rate regime. The latter includes trade
liberalization, elimination of price
controls, diversification of agriculture,
reduction of government workforces
and spending, and privatization of
state-owned industries.

HOW HAS REFORM
AFFECTED ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY IN THE CFA
FRANC ZONE COUNTRIES?
The economies of the CFA franc
zone countries have grown 5 percent
annually since reforms were implemented. The agricultural sector —
where die majority of the people in
Cote d'lvoire, Cameroon, and Mali
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Economic
reforms lead

Cote d'lvoire is
among the world's
largest producers of
coffee, cocoa, palm
oil, and wood products. Here a worker
on an Ivoirien plantation irrigates and
applies insecticide to
a palm tree.

|M
...an increase in growth.

are employed — has greatly expanded. Also, more people are now purchasing locally produced vegetables,
livestock, and other products. Since
these countries' products have
become more competitive in world
markets, they have increased their
exports and improved trade balances, in the process revitalizing
such industries as logging and textile
manufacturing. Trade within the
CFA franc zone has also increased.
After an initial surge, inflation has
been brought under control, which
among other things is helping the
poor and making these countries
more attractive for investment.

ic reforms. Credits to poor countries
are under a special IMF long-term
program, the Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility, which provides
financing at very low interest rates.
This loan program was enhanced and
replaced by the Poverty Reduction
and Growth Facility in late 1999.

...a decrease in budget deficits.

WHAT CHALLENGES

REMAIN?
In spite of these encouraging results,
much remains to be done if the
economies of the CFA franc zone
countries are to continue to grow
enough to reduce poverty and
increase the living standards of their
people. In all of these countries, the
role of the government needs to be
rethought so that it focuses on providing essential public services instead
of being directly involved in production, which the private sector often
can do more efficiently. These countries also must allocate more money
for infrastructure improvement (e.g.,
roads, bridges, schools, and utilities)
and human resources programs (e.g.,
health care, education, and job training). In addition, private enterprise in
CFA franc zone countries must be
expanded, a move that requires governments to convince entrepreneurs
that new economic policies will be
upheld. Each country also must promote good governance by tackling
corruption and inefficiency and making its civil service and judicial systems more open and accountable.
Finally, all CFA franc zone countries
must continue to work together to
forge strong and mutually beneficial
economic ties. Their regional integration is a stepping-stone to their full
integration into the global economy.

WHAT ROLE DID THE
IMF PLAY IN THE
ECONOMIC RECOVERY OF
THE CFA FRANC ZONE
COUNTRIES?

Prior to devaluation, the IMF outlined
what it believed were the policy steps
needed to make it work. Later, it provided technical advice to the CFA
franc zone countries on how to supervise and regulate banks, how to implement tariff and tax reforms, and how
to rein in government spending. The
IMF worked to ensure that substantial
funds were allocated to health and
education and that social safety nets
were in place in these countries. It also
provided loans, helped to mobilize cofinancing from bilateral and multilateral institutions, orchestrated debt relief
and debt cancellation by a number of
countries, and worked closely with the
World Bank to help each CFA franc
zone country design an individual
adjustment program. IMF loans are
intended to relieve balance of payments problems and support econom-

...a drop in external deficits.
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Source: The International Monetary Fund
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PRE-VIEWING ACTIVITIES
1. Ask students to
locate Cameroon,
Cote d'lvoire, and
Mali on a world map
and present the information in the sidebar
entitled "CFA Franc
Zone: A Profile" and
the individual country
profiles. As a class,
outline the similarities
and differences
between the three
countries. Discuss the
economic and social
implications of high
infant mortality rates

and low adult literacy
rates. Compare the
three countries' average life expectancy
rates to the rate in the
students' home country, and ask students to
think of reasons why
they differ. Ask students to make inferences about life in
each country based on
the information presented to them.
2. Duplicate and distribute the Glossary

and Background
Information sections in
the Guide. Review and
discuss as appropriate
to the needs of your
students.
3. Ask students what
they think would
happen if their currency were devalued by
50 percent. How
would this action
change their daily lives?
How would they
manage financially?

4. Divide the class into four groups and assign each group one of
the following questions to focus on while they watch the video.
• How has devaluation affected the lives of ordinary citizens in Cameroon,
Cote d'lvoire, and Mali?
• What changes in agriculture have occurred as a result of
economic reform?
• What does it mean when a country "liberalizes" its trade policies?
What effect does liberalization have on imports and exports?

this modern beer and soft drink bottling
Plant in Cameroon is one of the many
businesses benefitting from a renewed
confidence in the Private sector
following reform.

• How has each country's government changed its relationship with
industry? What has happened as the result of this changed relationship?

Although Abidjan is
no longer the official
capital of Cote
d'lvoire, it remains the
country's administrative and commercial
center. A major port,
it lies along the Ebrie
Lagoon, which is
separated from the
Gulf of Guinea and
the Atlantic Ocean by
the Vridi Plage sandbar. Abidjan was the
first city in Frenchspeaking West Africa
to establish a stock
exchange, in 1974.

THE FABRIC OF REFORM
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POST-VIEWING ACTIVITIES
1. Ask groups to meet
and summarize what
they learned from the
video. Provide time for
groups to report to the
class as a whole.
2. The video shows
how Mali now manufactures textiles instead
of sending all its raw
cotton abroad to be
manufactured. Ask students: What kinds of
capital — human,
financial, and material
— were needed for this
change to happen?
3. In Cameroon,
uncontrolled logging in
the rain forests threatens
to deplete important
natural resources and
displace ethnic groups
such as the Beke, a
pygmy tribe. Ask students to imagine that

they are in charge of
managing Cameroon's
natural resources. How
would they ensure that
the country's need for
timber was met without
causing irreparable damage to the environment
and the lives and livelihood of its citizens?
4. Mali's government
has adopted a "hands
off economic policy,
eliminating price controls on grains to "let
the free market work."
As a class, outline some
of the advantages and
disadvantages for buyers and sellers of grain
when market forces are
allowed to prevail.
5. Ask students to evaluate and explain the
role that each of the following plays in a coun-

Liberalized trade policies bare spurred entrepreneurs in West Afri
diversify. In Cdtneroon, an abandoned coffee plantation lias been i^wi >
as a green bean factory. The beans are grown and harvested using modern techniques, then flash frozen for quick sale on the European market.
try's economic development: sound macroeconomic policies, health
care, education, good
governance, privatization of industries,
entrepreneurial activity,

a strong legal system,
infrastructure improvements, and the expansion of domestic
markets.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
1. Foreign investment
is important to a
country's development.
Ask students to
research and report on
an industry that was
bolstered by foreign
investment and the
effect that this had on
the country's overall
economic development
in the decades immediately following the
investment.

2. Have students use
the Web sites listed in
this Guide to research
and report on how the
economy of one of the
featured countries fares
over the course of a
month. Students may
wish to review articles
in local and interna-

THE

tional newspapers,
access reports from
international organizations, or use email to
contact a university
economics department
in one of the countries
to communicate with
students or professors.

FABRIC OF REFORM
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GLOSSARY
Balance of payments
The relationship between the
amount of money a nation
spends abroad and the
income it receives from other
nations. This includes not
only a nation's balance of
trade, but also debts, investments, and other movements
of capital between nations.
Bilateral assistance
Assistance in the form of
loans, grants, food, equipment, and technical expertise
that one nation provides
directly to another.
Devaluation
A decrease in the value of a
nation's currency in relation
to other currencies. If a
country decides to devalue
its currency by 50 percent,
for example, its products will
cost half as much in other
countries, but its people will
have to pay twice as much
for products from abroad.
Theoretically, then, devaluation should increase a country's exports and reduce
its imports.

Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility (ESAF)
A type of long-term IMF
loan that has a very low
interest rate (0.5 percent per
year). An ESAF is designed
to help developing countries
that are undertaking economic reforms to strengthen
their balance of payments
and improve their prospects
for growth. ESAF was
replaced in late 1999 by a
new, enhanced program
called the Poverty Reduction
and Growth Facility.
Exchange rate
The proportional relationship between one national
currency and another national currency when they are
traded. If a nation is able to
exchange its currency for foreign currency at the official
exchange rate without many
restrictions, its currency is
judged to be convertible.
The IMF favors currency
convertibility as it facilitates
international trade and
thereby growth and higher
living standards.
The World Bank/Ray Witlin

Good governance
Government and corporate
policies that reflect fairness,
openness, and impartiality.
The IMF promotes all
aspects of good governance,
including ensuring the rule
of law, improving the efficiency and accountability
of the public sector, and
tackling corruption.
Gross domestic
product (GDP)
The total value of products
and services produced by a
country (net of inputs). It is
the most important measure
of a country's overall economic activity.
Market forces
A market forms for the purpose of buying and selling a
product, service, or financial
asset, the price of which is
determined by market forces,
that is, the underlying influences affecting its supply
and demand.

Privatization
Turning over publicly owned
enterprises to private
ownership.
Structural adjustment
A framework for economic
reform that includes liberal
trade and investment policies, open systems of pricing
and exchange, agricultural
policies that promote competition, reformed tax systems, and greater reliance
on market forces.
Trade liberalization
An easing of restrictions on
international trade, including
the reduction or elimination
of quotas, tariffs, and excessive licensing practices.

Multilateral assistance
Assistance in the form of
loans, grants, food, equipment, and technical expertise
provided to developing
countries by such international organizations as the
Food and Agriculture
Organization, the
International Labor
Organization, the IMF,
the United Nations
Development
Programme, and the
World Bank.

ThetexttilesofWestAfricaareknownthroughouttheworld
fortheirbeauty,andweaversaretheguardiansofaproud
heritage. Economic reforms have helped keep this tradition alive.

Here an Invoirien mancuts fabric at a mill in Gonfreville.
THE FABRIC OF REFORM
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Transparency
Openness, honesty, and
accountability in public and
private transactions.
Wage and price controls
Limits placed on wages and
salaries and on the amounts
that can be paid for certain
goods and services. Limiting
wages can reduce government spending, and limiting
prices can increase demand
but also can weaken incentives to produce goods.

WEB SITES
International Development
Organizations

http://www.unctad.org
The United Nations
Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)
helps developing countries
maximize their trade, investment, and development
opportunities; face the challenges arising from globalization; and participate in the
world economy on an equitable basis.

http://www.imf.org
The International Monetary
Fund is an organization for
182 member-countries (in
1999) that work together to
promote international monetary cooperation, facilitate
international trade, and
promote exchange rate
stability with the goal of
achieving high levels of real
income, employment, and
economic growth.

http://www.un.org/
Depts/eca/

The wise management of natural resources is critical to
economic development. In Cameroon, old growth forests are
being cut down too rapidly. In response, many are calling for
a plan that would balance the economic gains of logging
against its detrimental impact on the people and animals .
who live in forest areas. Others, like these villagers planting
saplings, are pitching in to ensure a sustainable future.

The United Nations
Economic Commission for
Africa (UN/ECA), one of
five U.N. regional commissions, is responsible for activities that encourage the
growth of the economic and
social sectors of its 53 member countries in Africa.

http://www.worldbank.org
The World Bank provides
loans, advice, technical assistance, and other support to
more than 100 developing
countries to fulfill its goal of
a world free of poverty.
http://www.wto.org
The World Trade
Organization (WTO) is an
international organization
that addresses the global
rules of trade between
nations to ensure that international trade flows freely.

African Studies
http://www.africaindex.
africainfo.no

http://www.undp.org
The United Nations
Development Programme
(UNDP) is the U.N.'s
largest source of assistance
for development and its main
body for coordinating development efforts. It helps
countries build their capacity
to design and implement
programs aimed at eradicating poverty, creating employment and sustainable livelihoods, empowering women,
and regenerating and protecting the environment.

The Index on Africa is an
online gateway to information about Africa that contains more than 2,000 links
sorted by country, subject,
and news. It is maintained by
the Norwegian Council for
Africa (NCA) as part of its
effort to raise awareness
about African affairs.
In English.
http://www.africanews.org
Africa News Online compiles
current news reports about
Africa from more than 60
different sources, including
40 African news organizations. In English.
THE

http://www.sas.upenn.edu/
African_Studies/AS.html

http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd
/cs/cshome.html

African Studies Center,
maintained by the University
of Pennsylvania's African
studies department, includes
detailed country information, sites on African archeology and anthropology, and
an African news feed.

The Library of Congress
Country Studies were
developed by multidisciplinary teams of social scientists
to create dynamic rather
than static national profiles.
They devote particular
attention to each country's
people — their origins,
dominant beliefs, common
and divergent interests and
issues, the nature and extent
of their involvement with
national institutions, and
their attitudes toward
one another and toward
their social system and
political order.

http://garamond.stanford.
edu/depts/ssrg/africa/
guide.html
Africa South of the Sahara,
developed for the African
Studies Association and hosted by Stanford University, is
an online gateway to information about Africa with
links organized by country,
region, and topic.
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Information about other IMF publications available at
www.inif.org

Other available IMF videos include:
Title

Date

Available in

Length in Minutes

The IMF: A Changing Role
for a. Changing 'World

1998

English, French

12

Globalization

1997

English, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese

15

Africa: Pathway to Growth

1996

English, Swahili

45

On the Trail of the Tiger

1996

English, Vietnamese

30

Solving Real Problems

1996

English, French. , Spanish

12

The IMF at Fifty

1994

English, French. , Portuguese, Spanish,
Russian, Arabic, Chinese

long: 30; short: 15

The following five videos comprise a series intended for a general audience. The series explains the challenges
facing economies in transition and the role of the IMF in assisting reform. Shot on location in Russia,
Ukraine, and Moldova.
Free Markets, Free Choice

1994

FJiglish, Russian, Ukranian

30

Inflation: The Eneniv Within

1994

English, Russian, Ukrainian

30

Hijjh Wire Act: The Art of a
Balanced Budget

1995

English, Russian, Ukraii

30

Fair Plav: The Market at Work

1995

English, Russian, Ukrainian

30

Towards a Market Economy:
Ukraine & the IMF

1995

English, Russian, Ukrainian

30

Schools and colleges can purchase videos from:
Films for the Humanities and Sciences
1-800-257-5126
www.films.com

Broadcasters can obtain videos from:
Spark Media
1920 N Street, NW
Suite #750
Washington, DC, 20036
202 463-6154
spark@ibek.com
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